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ACT I

Scene 1

Two people are in a clearing on top of a mountain

overlooking a city. One of them (1), paces back

and forth while the other (2), is stationary,

taking in the scenery. They are in

mid-conversation.

1

We can’t stop it then.

2

Of course not. Really it’ll be any minute now.

1

Which one?

2

Which what?

1

Minute.

2 sits down to think for several minutes. At

several points it seems as if 2 is about to begin

saying something.1 watches 2 expectantly as 1

continues to pace around, eyes snapping back to 2

every time it looks like they are about to speak.

At first it seems as though 1 is merely impatient,

but as time goes on 1 becomes more and more

frantic, waving their arms around, prompting 2. 2

finally speaks.

2

(thoughtfully)

Hmm.. None of those.

1

Are you serious!? It could happen literally any minute

now and you wasted all that time just-- just waiting??

2

What else are we supposed to do?

1

Umm...

Now 1 stops to think, again, at several points

seeming to be about to say something. 2 waits

several moments, not giving 1 as much time to

think as they took.
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2

Well?

1

I don’t know! I’m--

2

(Smugly)

--thinking?

1

Damn.

2

Not as easy as it looks.

The two laps into a momentary silence.

1

(Suddenly)

Wait, suppose...

2

Suppose what?

1

(Slightly desperate)

You really think there’s nothing we can do about it?

2

There definitely isn’t.

1

(Not listening)

I think I have my cell phone on me!

2

Reception for which will be a lot poorer in an

indeterminate amount of minutes.

1

That doesn’t mean we shouldn’t try something!

2

(Annoyed)

Try what?

1

I don’t know, call somebody important?

2

And what? Get all the world leaders on a conference

call and talk their fingers off the button?
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1

Well it’s better than doing nothing!

2

(Wearily)

Fine, do it.

1 looks down at their phone, and then does

nothing, looking embarrassed.

2

What’s the matter, nuke got your tongue?

1

I just remembered...

2

You don’t have the phone number for anyone who even

knows anyone who can do anything.

1

Not one. (Suddenly frustrated)I can’t believe there

isn’t a hotline for this!

2

A sign of the end-times if I ever saw one; for the

first time in history, there’s nobody to complain to.

1

(Excitedly)

Wait!

2

(Excited despite themselves)

What!?

1

(More to themself than to 2)

How could I have forgotten?

2

What is it? Tell me!

1 begins dialing while 2 cranes their neck to try

and see what number 1 is dialing.

1

(Into their phone)

Hello, 9-1-1?

2

(Rolling their eyes)

Oh thank goodness, we are surely saved.

(CONTINUED)
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1

(Desperately)

Hello?! Hello?!?

2

(No longer listening)

They’ll be backed up, I expect.

1

(Not listening)

They’re backed up.

2

(Sarcasm)

Big shocker.

2 sits down on the ground.

1

I got a recording.

2

I’m sure that was very reassuring.

1

There really is nothing we can do...

2

(Mock-hopefulness)

Luckily, we have all those people on the line still

trying for us.

1

(Defensively)

You can’t blame them for trying.

2

Anyone who thought they could help should have done it

yesterday.

Another poignant lapse in the conversation.

1

If (stops talking mid-thought).

2 looks up at 1, waiting for them to continue.

2

(After several moments)

If?

(CONTINUED)
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1

If you’re so sure we’re doomed, why’d you have us come

halfway up a mountain?

2

(Looking away towards the city)

For the view.

1

(Sputtering)

For the-- for-- for the VIEW? I thought you were

getting us to a safe distance! Maybe we could survive

the blast! Rebuild! Not die! I thought that was the

plan!

2

(Dismissivly)

Trying to escape multiple nuclear blasts by going up a

mountain is like trying to escape a burning building by

waiting it out on the roof.

1

(Furious)

We wasted TWO WHOLE HOURS hiking up here through the

woods! For nothing!

2

(Offended)

Nothing? Just look at that view!

1

What I could’ve done with two more hours...

2

(Crossing their arms)

What could you have done?

1

(Distantly)

I had two whole hours...

2

Two more hours where you could have been looting,

crying, drinking, or fighting.

1

I should traveled more. And read more. I always meant

to start going to the gym, give up gluten, learn a

foreign language, climb Everest, finally see The

Godfather all the way through, master French cooking,

finally write that novel, quit my job, go to grad

school, road trip cross-country, marry my middle school

crush, learn the lyrics to We Didn’t Start--

(CONTINUED)
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2

Two hours is not that long.

1

Seems like it from this side of "minutes."

Another break in the conversation.

1

(Wearily)

Why are we really here?

2

For the view.

1

(Darkly)

That’s just sick. Really. Very ’you.’

2

Huh?

1

Coming up here, last day ever, just so you can watch as

it all happens, watch all those people who are backing

up 9-1-1, all those people looting, crying, drinking,

and fighting-- watch them all get fried as you sit up

here all as calm as can be with your smug acceptance,

that damned serene look on your face just letting it

all happen all detached while tell me all about how

good "the view" will be. Is that why you dragged me out

here, just so I could watch you be right as you watched

all those dumb idiots who care get.. get... (Can’t

finish the thought)... Well I’m not going to do it! I’m

not spending what could be the last two hours of my

life walking in the cold and the wet down back to the

cars, but I am not going to watch, and I am definitely

not talking to you anymore!

2 seems stricken by this, hurt even. 1 turns their

back on 2, not noticing 2 recoiling.

2

(In a small voice)

I didn’t... I didn’t mean the view of that.

1

(Over their shoulder)

I’m not talking to you. (Noticing the hurt in 2’s

voice). What?

(CONTINUED)
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2

I meant this view. Look.

1 looks. 1 looks some more, off into the view

(which can be out facing the audience, or off to

the side), then back at 2.

1

You just... why’d you have to make it seems so urgent?

2

Don’t tell me you had plans.

1

Well no. But still! This is the first time in history

when nobody does! No plans, no obligations, not even

tomorrow to worry about.

2

(Absent-mindedly)

We’ve got minutes.

1

(Suddenly hyper)

Let’s go back and see how the looting’s going!I bet

it’s still going strong! I always wanted to try looting

but, y’know. Society. Future.

2

You got uneasy when you realized you shoplifted a pack

of gum from a gas station.

1

But everything is different now!

2

It was two and a half hours ago.

1

...Well... I obviously hadn’t realized that then! Wow!

What a rush!

2

(Sarcastically)

Take that, society!

1

Think of what I could’ve done with two hours though.

Things I never would’ve thought of doing before. I

could’ve done anything; cocaine, used the (opposite

gender)’s bathroom--(sudden realization causes them to

pause)-- we must have driven by a dozen orgies on the

way here for God’s sake!
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2

In my experience, the only people usin the ’end of the

world’ excuse are only trying to cash in on a lifetime

of ’only if’s that prefaced it.

1

You’re saying there’s nothing you would rather be doing

than sitting here?

2

Call me boring but--

1

You’re boring--

2

--but I just figured any of those things weren’t worth

it compared to what’s here. I don’t know how to explain

it.

1

(Looking around)

I mean sure. It’s a pretty view. Picturesque. But it’s

nothing you haven’t seen before, is it? I guess I’m not

seeing the draw.

2

(Standing)

It’s not just that. It’s everything. Look around-- That

tree growing, that squirrel foraging, that spider

crawling up your arm (1 flinches)-- this is all going

to. With us but, not really. Those leaves are never

going to be green again-- nobody’s ever going to see a

green leaf again and this place doesn’t know anything

about what’s about to happen to it. Hear those bugs

buzzing? Those are mating calls. They don’t know that

they’ve only got minutes left and they’re investing all

the time they’ve got to building nests and stockpiling

food they’ll never eat! It’s.. (2 can’t quite put it

into words). Don’t we owe it to them to at least sure

someone sees all these lasts? In order to do that, I

just had to try and be the last person to see all this.

Maybe because if I do, some part of all this will know,

y’know? (Pauses) No, that isn’t it exactly. I did it so

I would know, so I would be sure there was a last one

to see. So I’d know it didn’t all have to go alone...

Longer pause.

1

Why bring me?
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2

I guess the same reason we came here.

1

(raising an eyebrow

For the view?

2

(Smiling

I suppose, yes. I wanted to see you. I wanted you to

see me, and to be the last one to see all this with me.

We’ll be the last ones ever to see green leaves.

1 doesn’t know how to respond to this. They are

touched, but very very scared. Smiling at 2’s

company and kind words, at their surroundings, at

the sudden stillness. 1 sits down next to 2 and

they both look terrified, shaking, bracing, but

eerily serene. Both want to stay alive and want

everything to stay the same, but at the same time

something just shy of acceptence dawns on them.

Suddenly, a faint siren is heard from the city

2

(Sharply)

What was that?

1

(Standing)

I can’t-- I don’t--

2

(Disbelieving)

No...

The siren sounds again more clearly.

1

(Straining their eyes to look towards

the city)

It’s definitely coming from...

2

(Breathlessly)

It. Can’t. Be.

A third, final siren is heard, louder. At this

poning 1 and 2 are breathing heavily with

something beyond relief, grinning uncontrollably.

(CONTINUED)
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1

(Running over to hug 2 and lifting them

off the ground)

IT’S THE ALL-CLEAR!!!

On being placed back on the ground, 2 jumps up

into the air wooping, as if suddenly lighter,

springy.

2

They said it wasn’t going to come!

1

Gaurenteed it! Ha ha!

2

(Without stopping for breath)

Thankgoodnessthankgoodneesthankgoodness! I was getting

so damn tired of that calm acceptance bullshit and I

was terrified the whole time and just wanted everything

to be ok again and I wanted you to be right everytime

you tried to argue against it and I wanted to throw a

tantrum like a child or for someone to shout ’April

Fools!’ or to wake up like a bad dream and-- (breathes)

oh thankgoodnessthankgoodnessthank--

As 2 begins to speak, a low whistle is heard, but

they are both too excited to notice as 2 rants.

The whistle is barely audible at first, but grows

during 2’s final monologue from the first

"thankgoodness" to the last, which is cut off by a

loud blast. The lights go out suddenly when the

blast is heard.

End.


